Unit S339 Storyboard
As part of my job at Braes Garage, I use a bespoke software application called Team to input,
combine, create, and modify business related data in order to manage the smooth running of the
office facility.
Within the system, we hold confidential information relating to our customers. We also use the
system to manage stock control, and to manage sales transactions.
The system was customised for our auto trade business. The software allows me to easily create
stock for resale, create new customer accounts, automatically send invoices, and statements, modify
or adjust stock
It is important to enter accurate information into system at all times if the information is entered
inaccurately from that point onwards it will give incorrect results which can lead to false stock
figures and inaccurate customer information, which would be in breach of the Data Protection Act.
This could have serious consequences for our business. Therefore, all data entry is double checked
prior to saving. This reduces the risk of inaccuracies. (339 ST1.1)
I have attached a few screen shots to demonstrate how I create stock, and enter invoices accurately.
This allows me to log stock for resale or create stock for garage use. I can safely store everything in
one place, and process it in the same day so that I can easily access it whenever required.

Here is how I select the right tab I need for creating stock (339 ST1.1)

The image below shows how I create stock (339 ST1.1)

Before I submit, I double check the details are correct this way I make sure the information is accurate.
(339 ST1.1)

This is an example of how I enter an invoice into system for later resale. (339 ST1.1)

When a customer opens an account, they are allocated a customer number which is unique to them.
When they purchase or use our services in conjunction with their customer account number, they
quite often provide us with a purchase order number, which is unique to their company this
identifies both the goods and services for both companies. I then create an advice note adding the
purchase order number provided by the customer, and send it to them by email or post depending
on the customer preference. Our terms are 30 days from the date of the invoice. At the end of each
month I print out statements and send by post or email. The screenshots below show how I go
through the process from start to finish. When creating invoices, I must link the customer’s details to
the services provided, and our stock control system. Therefore, stock that is used when carrying out
work on a vehicle, will link to their account and no longer show up as available stock. (339 ST1.2,
ST2.2)
This is an example of how I create an invoice. By pressing F6 it will give me the option to save it for
later use.

Here is a printed invoice from us with the attached purchase order number.

This is a screenshot of me looking for a customer in order to send the monthly statement. (339
ST1.2, ST2.1)

This is how I choose the correct tools for customer statements

The system will ask me how I want to continue giving me the options below (screen, print or email).

This is how the statement will be printed or emailed to the customer (339 ST1.1, ST1.2, ST2.1)

As shown in the images below I can create or edit customer details as appropriate for organising
information efficiently. After adding all details accurately in TEAM Systems, I then proceed by
creating invoices or statements print them and post or email to customer. (339 ST1.1, ST2.1)

Storing data safely within Team is very important. All data which is held in the software application is
backed up daily. It is my responsibility to ensure we have up to date security software installed on
PCs. The software frequently updates itself to help protect the system from attack. Everything we
do within the system is saved and backed up in a secure location on our network. This helps to
ensure that all data held conforms to the UK data protection legislation (General Data Protection
Regulations 2018) (339 ST2.2)
Storing processed data into TEAM securely is of utmost importance as we comply with the data
protection policy there are areas of the system where we can password protect this way, we make
sure that important information will not fall into the wrong hands. I backup the system daily to
ensure no stored data will be lost in case of a power cut any problems we could encounter with our
computer. One example is the system stopped working on the 2nd computer and will not allow any
kind of work to be done unless the main computer would shut TEAM completely. (339 ST2.2)
This is how I select the right tool for creating passwords within the system.

This is an example of how I back up data on system successfully.

I have to send our quarterly sales report to our accountants for VAT return below is an example of
how I select the correct tools and use appropriate techniques to edit, analyse and format some of
the information required. (339 ST2.2, ST3.1)
Here is an example of how I select the appropriate tools in order to send sales report to our
accountant. The system gives me the option to choose the dates required.

Below is an example screen shot of our monthly sales summary resulting the above search (339
ST2.1, ST3.1, ST3.4)

Recently we’ve been having issues with our TEAM Systems stock control data handling. Through
investigation, I have identified that the stock figures are not always accurate. I am not sure why this
is happening as all data entry, and data manipulation is accurate. There must be a flaw within the
system. In order to overcome the issues, we have to do stock count every week. After I compare the
stock on the shelf, with the stock listed in the system I then adjust accordingly as shown below. This
is time consuming and frustrating. We are hopeful that Team will rectify the software issue soon.
(339 ST3.2, ST3.3)

This screen print shows how I select, type in the right code and modify the stock as needed.

By doing stock control weekly, it ensures high quality results. I must look ahead to the bookings at
least a week in advance, to ensure we have the correct stock to meet the customers needs. For
example, if a customer has booked into the garage to get new tyres, I must make sure we either
have them in stock, or make sure I order the correct tyres before the car arrives at the garage. If a
customer has booked their vehicle in for a full service, I will ensure all required equipment and parts
are available this will reduce the risk of giving wrong information, and ensuring pleased customers
who tend to be repeat business with us. (339 ST1.2, ST3.1)
We don’t have the ability to change structured data reports within the Team software but we are
constantly evaluating that it is still fit for purpose. We continue to look for software suitable to our
needs that would give us greater reliability and flexibility and meet today’s current legislation
requirements I.e. digital tax. In the meantime, we are happy with the functions/structure and overall
capabilities of the system to meet our garages needs. (339 K2.1)

